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PogoMe is an exciting new web application that uses SMS messaging as the backbone for its
unique service. PogoMe allows the user to save anything printed or digital to one location in the
PogoMe Cloud, to view, organize and share as they wish. PogoMe is a cloud based consumer
tool, not another social network and does not require a smartphone or app. Additionally, it
provides a new advertising channel to businesses with a simple process for customers to collect,
save, organize and share any published content.
The application is in its final stages of development and will be having its soft launch mid-June.
Prior to its full launch, PogoMe would like to sit down with a variety of potential consumers and
determine their thoughts on the service, its use and branding.
Nowhere else has a concept included every type of content! Any medium whether digital or
printed; can be saved, shared, stored and organized. It’s a great platform for the independent
creators such as a blogger, amateur novelist, a new musician and even a beginner film maker can
place their work on PogoMe and distribute or sell their content. It’s convenient, easy, and free.

Some key features that all publishers will be interested in are the Analytics or Demographics and
PogoMe features these ingredients. This feature consists of a series of reports where we can see
behavior information relating to users age, gender and interests; but even more importantly, this
data can also be used to segment standard reports and create remarketing lists

1. Age: break down of user by age.
2. Gender: break down of user by gender.
3. Affinity Categories: categorizes visitors taking into account their life styles
(technophiles, music lovers, gamers, etc). See below for information on how Google
finds this information.
4. Other Categories: categorizes visitors based on the specific content they consume, along
with how recently and frequently they consume that content.

The Company will officially launch the product in January 2017 while still in Beta test. A beta
test is typically the last test performed by companies prior to releasing a product. It’s a test that
involves real customers using PogoMe in real environments. From identifying critical bugs to
providing general opinions and ideas about PogoMe, a beta test allows potential customers to be
involved in PogoMe’s development. Testers have a chance to experience PogoMe firsthand,
share their insight and ideas with a company, and help make PogoMe a better product.
A successful beta test can have a huge impact on the success of PogoMe, and can sometimes
mean the difference between success and failure for the Company. A beta test can uncover
problems with a product, new marketing angles, and other key bits of information. So, a
relatively small amount of time and money invested into a beta test can result in a big return for
the company. Google News was in beta for 2 years while some companies are in beta for 2
months.
Initially our target market will be the magazine media industry. Over 250 million magazines are
circulated every month in the United States. There is an opportunity for PogoMe to capture a
significant amount of revenue from this market alone. 91% of all adults read print or digital
magazine. 59% of readers took action or plan to take action as a result of exposure to specific
magazine ads.
Advertising Revenue for Publishers
Revenues will be generated by multiple marketing techniques through each Pogo generated by a
PogoMe Publisher; attached to each Pogo will have various advertising concepts those concepts
will generate the bulk of revenues and those revenues will be shared with the publishers. The
advertiser and the Publisher’s need to know how effective an ad actually is and PogoMe
Analytics can help determine which ads are the most effective.
It all starts with the user. When you visit any given website, your browser arrives with a pretty
detailed data profile that can reveal not only your age and gender but also your location and a list
of sites you've recently visited. This is how the website knows which ad to show you. Or rather,
it's how the websites start to figure it out.
Your digital profile is basically a collection of key words or facts about you and your web usage.
Web Pages use this information to submit a request of an advertising impression that would
appeal to you. So if you've just looked at some shoes on eBay, maybe an Ad for those shoes
would appear on subsequent web pages the user would later browse.
There are other factors involved, of course, including but not limited to simple economics.
This request is handled by the publisher's ad network. Doubleclick, or similar ad networks. The
ad network will check to see if your profile matches up with any of the presold inventory of ads.
Maybe the site where you were looking at shoes has an ad campaign that it wants to target shoe
shoppers with. If the profile fits, the ad is served up in a split second.
If it doesn't fit, things start to get interesting. Your request is then sent to an ad exchange that
might be operated by anybody from Adobe to Facebook. These exchanges might already have
data on you which it will use to bolster your profile information in order to serve you more
relevant ads.

But, first, your request goes on the auction block. Different third parties try to match their ads
with your profile for the right price. Within a few milliseconds, the impression is sold to the
highest bidder, and the ad itself is sent to your web browser for your eyes to behold.
Now, don't forget, this is all happening in the blink of an eye. And it's much more complicated
than an advertiser just buying a bunch of inventory on a website that will be seen by consumers.
Ads are targeted as specifically as possible and ultimately sold for the highest price possible.
Google Analytics
Google provides such accurate analytics more than 90 percent of businesses use it.
A page view is what Google counts in your reports every time a user views a page displaying
Google ads. We will count one page view regardless of the number of ads displayed on that
page. For example, if you have a page displaying three ad units and it is viewed twice, you will
generate two page views.
Clicks - For standard content ads, Google counts a click when a user clicks on an ad.
For link units, Google counts a click when a user clicks on an ad on the page of ads, after
selecting a link in the link unit.
Page Click Through Rate (Page CTR) - is the number of ad clicks divided by the number of
impressions or page views that you have received.
Page CTR = Clicks / Page Views - For example, if you received 5 Clicks from 100 Page Views,
then your Page CTR would be 5%. (5/100*100=5%)
The Cost Per Click (CPC) is the amount you earn each time a user clicks on your ad. The CPC
for any ad is determined by the advertiser; some advertisers may be willing to pay more per click
than others, depending on what they’re advertising.
Page Revenue Per Thousand Impressions (RPM) is calculated by dividing your estimated
earnings by the number of page views you received, then multiplying by 1000.
Page RPM = (Estimated Earnings / Number of Page Views) * 1,000
For example, if you earned an estimated $0.15 from 25 page views, then your page RPM would
equal ($0.15 / 25) * 1000, or $6.00.
By using Keywords or Tags you can estimate the number of new subscribers

Newspaper and Magazine Revenue Decline

For years, the assumption has been that newspaper advertising spending declines would hit a
plateau at some point. They’ve been dropping for 10 straight years, quickly at first and now more
gradually, though still at a pace of 8 or 9 percent per year.
That can’t keep up forever, the thought has been. Eventually, papers will hit a sustainable level.

Alas, it’s becoming more and more clear that papers haven’t hit bottom yet, and just what that
bottom might be is anyone’s guess.
Projections are that newspaper dollars will fall another 8 percent this year, to $18.3 billion.

That’s down from a peak of $51.5 billion in 2006, meaning nearly two-thirds of all ad spending
in the category has evaporated in just a decade.
What’s more, the declines will continue. By 2018, spending will have fallen to $15.1 billion,
down 9 percent from 2017.
There’s no optimism for an industry turnaround in the forecast. This is where we discovered an
opportunity with a unique relationship with a new concept, PogoMe.
“As the population continues to age and Millennials find alternate news sources (Twitter, Reddit,
etc.), newspapers will continue to show these strong declines year on year,” the report predicts.

The reason for decline is the business is outdated and While numbers from this study can
certainly be discouraging (“Over the past decade, weekday circulation has fallen 17% and ad
revenue more than 50%.”), this study doesn’t communicate the alternate ways publications are
monetizing their value (which is related to the quality of their content, the devotion of their
readers, and the results this combination can deliver for advertisers).
Those publications that are adaptable and find different ways to generate revenue will survive ( i.
e. delivering their content via web and mobile and selling advertising on those, or working with
CPA advertisers willing to give print another try). Sticking to the old business model and not
training sales reps to embrace new ways of thinking will make the uphill battle more
challenging.

Our network of CPA advertisers willing to spend on print brings newspapers and magazines a
new stream of revenue every day. Publications that say “we don’t run pay per call advertisers”
are falling behind to the thousands of publications that are running ads like this with us already
One clear difference that PogoMe addresses in generating advertising revenue is by linking ads
to articles, blogs and images to directly to the content

The Value of our Users and how they stack up!
User growth is often cited as the reason behind valuation of a company in the tech sector are
given. But how much should an individual user be worth? Are all users created equal? What are
the value of a PogoMe users?

The chart above gives a breakdown of the major players all but Google have relative Average
Revenue per User. This is due to the ancillary revenue streams from APPS.

Above you can see that the Average and Median User Valuation are very similar. PogoMe
estimates our valuation of a user is $50. That is quite a conservative number which can place the
Company at a market cap of $50 Million in the first year by reaching our goal of 1 million users.
Based on this data, it is not all that improbable that the big players would generate between $1.72
and $3.76 per user per quarter (or between $6.89 and $15.06 on an annualized basis). What may
be more difficult to entertain are those companies would hold on to users for the 8 to 16 years
that would justify the current valuation based on forward revenue.
Businesses focused solely on mobile software should work on figuring how they can achieve
LTV that move north of $2 in the near term and probably closer to $4-5.

Based on certain Keywords and Tags and using the Google Adware Tool we can get an estimate
of projected revenue and Subscriber growth. You can see how often keywords are searched and
compare how search volume over time as well as cost estimates. Based on an estimated 75
million Keyword searches monthly PogoMe would get 4 thousand Impressions a day. An
impression is counted each time your ad is shown on a search result page or other site on the
Google Network. Each time your ad appears on Google or the Google Network, it's counted as
one impression. That in turn leads to new Users or Subscribers based a on a factor of %2 by the
amount of Impressions.
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Product Sales Data
Product name
Year 1 estimated new subcribers

PogoMe
5000000

Year 1 cost of new subscriber
New User cost compounded annual growth rate (CAGR) (years 2 through
5)

$0.02
5.00%

Year 1 market size (dollars)
Market size CAGR (years 2 through 5)

$50,000,000
10.00%

Year 1 variable cost per User
Variable cost per User CAGR (years 2 through 5)

$0.01
5.00%

Year 1 fixed costs
Fixed cost CAGR (years 2 through 5)

$180,000
3.00%

Target operating income (year 5)
Target market share (year 5)

$3,000,000
2.00%

Ramp Factors
Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

N/A

10.0%

50.0%

75.0%

1

Product Sales Data
User Cost
Unit costs
Fixed costs

Year 1
$0.02
$0.01
$180,000
$50,000,0
00

Year 2
$0.02
$0.01
$185,400
$55,000,0
00

Year 3
$0.02
$0.01
$190,962
$60,500,0
00

Year 4
$0.02
$0.01
$196,691
$66,550,0
00

Year 5
$0.02
$0.02
$202,592
$73,205,0
00

User Advertising sales

5,000,000

35,130,40
0

Dollar sales

$100,000

$737,738

Operating income
Market share

-$142,500
0.20%

$91,252
1.34%

175,652,0
02
$3,873,12
7
$1,261,46
0
6.40%

263,478,0
02
$6,100,17
4
$2,090,87
5
9.17%

351,304,0
03
$8,540,24
4
$3,000,00
0
11.67%

User sales

5,000,000

6,022,593

30,112,96
7

Dollar sales
Operating income
Market share

$100,000
-$142,500
0.20%

$126,474
-$137,972
0.23%

$663,991
$58,035
1.10%

45,169,45
1
$1,045,78
6
$195,479
1.57%

60,225,93
5
$1,464,10
0
$346,446
2.00%

Market size
Scenario 1: Based on target operating
income

Scenario 2: Based on target market
share

Scenario 1: PogoMe Sales and Profit Analysis
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Market Share

2.00%

Dollars

1.50%
1.00%
0.50%
0.00%

1
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HOW TO BECOME A POGOME USER

First send a Text with a sample Pogo ID code (222243 or 222245) to this number: (805) 3988233. IDs get assigned automatically. If your number is not already registered, you will get a
Text back from our system with the landing page URL to complete your account. Click on the
link you receive in the text. Go to http://dev.pogome.com/ - enter your name, Email, Phone and a
Password and you are ready to view, share and save!

When you have set up your account now you can organize your Pogos’ by adding labels and
tags to your collection.

HOW TO BECOME A POGOME PUBLISHER
Creating a Pogo is easy for Publisher’s Simply add your name, company, email, password and
phone

You will receive an email Click on verify your account and enter your password. Lets start your
first Pogo, remember your first Pogo is free! Select a package that best fits your needs.

Click on create a Pogo, enter Pogo title (the name of your Pogo) Tags (you can have as many
Tags as you want associated with your Pogo) add publish date ( you can also add a description,
URL, expiration date and password protection to your Pogo) next upload your Pogo which can
be a JPEG, PNG or PDF file.

Your Pogo is published. You can have a word document or a picture Pogo Congratulations! You
have done it.

